The current trend towards convergence of telecommunication and data networks considering all emerging access technologies is leading to more heterogeneous and dynamic environments. Networking visions are evolving towards ubiquitous computing and it is foreseeable that once users start to establish their own networks formed by their personal devices, the number of both mobile networks and mobile nodes will increase. As the peer-to-peer communication paradigm is becoming more popular, the number of resolvable service endpoints is increasing.
Introduction
Future networking encompasses more heterogeneous and dynamic aspects when compared to the current networking environments. In addition, the number of mobile nodes is increasing with each passing day. As the peer-to-peer communication paradigm becomes more popular, each mobile node is also potentially hosting one or more service endpoints whose names have to be resolved by a name resolution service.
One challenge for the future networking environments is to maintain node and service reachability. Typically, this requires a name resolution system to map service names into routable addresses or other references. Also, this introduces new challenges for name resolution, since the infrastructure support is not always available and name bindings are becoming more dynamic.
The networking research community is currently studying future networking technologies and possibilities to * 0mWeuae%rde le8lf hnet architecture. One interesting finding is the concept of interconnecting separate networks and domains at higher logical levels to form a single global network [13] . These (potentially moving) networks and domains may use different technologies including name resolution mechanisms which results in more diversity in the name resolution services and their realizations. For instance, a moving network maintains its own contact address information in an external name resolution system, so that it becomes reachable by external nodes but does not reveal its local configuration and interconnections to the outside. Instead, it utilizes its own name resolution system, which is not coordinated with the external systems and may be technologically different from the latter. Therefore, it is not reasonable to assume that a single name resolution mechanism, such as the Domain Name System (DNS) is always available or applicable in the future heterogeneous and dynamic environment. This paper introduces the Destination Endpoint Exploration Protocol (DEEP), a generic name resolution protocol for heterogeneous environments. DEEP [2] and multicast DNS (mDNS) [3] proposals aim to enable link local name resolution in scenarios where DNS infrastructure is not present or available. In [4] , a multicast-based secure DNS system architecture is proposed to provide mobile nodes in IPv6 mobile ad hoc network with secure name-to-address resolution and service discovery.
The schemes mentioned above are mainly based on the current Internet naming scheme, namely the DNS, which assumes that applications typically are aware of their intended form and scope of the communication and based on this, a locator that determines a network attachment point (location) in the network topology is searched. In [5] , the authors argue that inherent rigidity of the naming systems used currently have proven to be a big hindrance towards efforts to efficiently enable new services such as mobility, group communication, resource discovery, service location, caching, etc., and they propose an intentional network naming architecture, where applications describe what they are looking for (i.e., their intent), not where to find it. [6] proposes a resource location and discovery system based on a Peerto-Peer protocol in a dynamic networking environment as an alternative to current solutions that rely on static, hierarchical name resolution such as DNS that is not generally well-suited for fast updates and changes in topology.
Based on the research reported above, it is safe to say that future networking environments will not only have diverse naming and addressing architectures but also different schemes to provide name resolution services for different network domains. However, since all these domains eventually have to interwork fur the Internet to work, it is absolutely essential to bridge the gap between these diverse architectures and protocols. [1] proposes a new inter-networking architecture which subsumes existing architectures but at the same time exposes the heterogeneity between the networks. It introduces the concepts of interstitial functions as a mechanism to bridge the differences between the interworking heterogeneous networks. On the other hand, the Ambient Networks concept [7] tries to hide the heterogeneity of networking technologies by using a technology-independent control space. In either case, the presence of potentially diverse address and name space requires a mechanism that allows resolution of names across different networking domains that may have different name resolution systems. DEEP is designed to provide this service as it will be clear in the following sections.
Technical Use Cases
The basic motivations and special requirements for DEEP design and development are presented in this section by using two different use cases.
In general, any form of signaling between two network entities requires that contact addresses (locators, protocols and port numbers) of the two communication endpoints are known beforehand so that the signaling messages can be routed between the source and destination. However, in dynamic networking environments, contact addresses may change for a variety of reasons, such as mobility of network nodes or the network itself, internal reorganization of entities within a network for administrative reasons etc. Therefore, for the sake of flexibility, transparency and easy of operation, it makes sense to allow signaling applications use symbolic names for addressing destinations when sending messages; this ensures that any change in locator is transparent to the signaling endpoints. Since these symbolic names are typically independent on related locators, they also provide a unified way to address communication endpoints. It [9] . In HIP, cryptographic identifiers rather than symbolic names are resolved into IP addresses. The name binding state has a lifetime, which may also depend on information received by the DEEP Source.
DEEP Protocol
All DEEP messages consist of a common header and Type-Length-Value encoded objects (see Figure 4) [ DEEP is a stateless Query-Response protocol, which consists of the source, intermediary and destination DEEP-nodes processing the messages. The EXPLORE message (query) is forwarded potentially via multiple intermediary DEEP-nodes to the destination, while the RESPONSE is sent directly back to the IP address contained in the DSI-object of the EXPLORE.
The DEEP messages in a successful name resolution process at the different nodes are processed as follows: DEEP-source:
When a DEEP-source receives a request to resolve a symbolic name, firstly the local services are used for name resolution. If the whole name cannot be resolved, an EXPLORE message is created, which contains the current state of the name resolution process in the NRSobject, and the contact information of the source in the DSI-object. The message is sent to the next intermediary DEEP-node towards the destination based on the information received from the local name resolution service.
When a DEEP-source receives a RESPONSE message, it checks the presence of the RCI-object. If found, the name resolution state is retrieved from the NRS-object and delivered to the external entity which initially requested resolution of the symbolic name.
DEEP-intermediary:
When an intermediary DEEP-node receives an EXPLORE, the symbolic name contained in the NRSobject is checked whether or not it has been completely resolved. If not, then it is checked from local configuration whether the purpose of this node is to perform local name resolution for the symbolic name, or to forward the EXPLORE to the next intermediary DEEP-node. If local name resolution has to be performed, the unresolved parts of the symbolic name are resolved. As a result the name resolution state is updated in the NRS-object, which is included in the EXPLORE message to be sent to the next intermediary DEEP-node towards the destination DEEP-node. DEEP-destination:
Once the destination has received an EXPLORE message, the name resolution state is updated for the symbolic name stored in the NRS-object. If the whole symbolic name can be resolved, a RESPONSE is created, which includes the updated NRS-object and a RCI-object, which consists of the contact information of the destination and lifetime of the name resolution state. The message is sent to the address indicated in the DSIobject of the EXPLORE message.
Example
In the following, we provide an example scenario that illustrates the major DEEP advantages, namely its capability to interwork with different name resolution technologies, e.g., DNS, LLMNR and mDNS, invoked for actual symbolic name resolution at each DEEP hop, and its ability to hide these different frameworks from the entities using DEEP. As mentioned above, DEEP accomplishes this by providing a unified name resolution interface to such entities. This example is 0-7803-9521-2/06/$20.00 §2006 IEEE. divided into two phases (one with and another without infrastructure support) and represents the envisioned dynamic communication scenarios in the context of Beyond 3G networks, where small moving networks, such as PANs, connect/disconnect to/from other neighbor devices/networks dynamically while moving around. The example assumes that IP connectivity is pre-established between networks and therefore routing aspects are omitted. Figure 5 illustrates the phase 1 of the example, where PAN 1 is connected to an Infrastructure Network (IN) in order to reach the destination network (Network-B). In phase 2, PAN 1 moves and loses its connectivity to IN, as represented in Figure 6 . It then searches for other networks in the neighborhood, detects PAN_2, and connects to it.
In phase 1, PAN_1 is interworking with Network-B through IN. The signaling application (QoS) running within PAN 1 (in RI) specifies its destination signaling endpoints using a symbolic name; the local DEEP is then invoked to resolve the symbolic name into the contact address like locator, port number and protocol type as represented in Figure 5 ; RI node is acting as DEEP source, R2 and R3 are DEEP intermediaries and R4 is DEEP destination. Once the signaling application has requested the DEEP to resolve "qos.net2.org" Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN HIP is only used between R2 and R3 for transferring DEEP EXPLORE messages. Additionally, HIP also provides host reachability for "net2.org"; i.e. when the network is moving only R3 's contact information is updated in the RVS. It should be noted that the way how the DNS was used in this example is only one alternative and that there are also other ways such as NAPTR (Naming Authority Pointer) RRs [11] .
In phase 2, after PAN 1 has established connectivity with PAN 2, the QoS signaling application at PAN 1 starts a new session. DEEP is invoked to resolve the symbolic name of the destination signaling endpoint ("qos.pan2.") specified by the signaling application. RI sends a DEEP EXPLORE message towards R2 -PAN-l's name resolution gateway -in order to get the contact address, port number, and protocol type corresponding to the symbolic name passed by the QoS signaling application. R2 receives this message, and by interacting with the local name resolution service (multicast DNS in this case), it is able to acquire the locator corresponding to PAN 2's name resolution gateway (R3); at the mDNS level R2 performs a DNS QUERY (QTYPE=A) for "pan2.1local." (the suffix "local." is appended due to a mDNS peculiarity, which explicitly specifies this domain name for all nodes connected to a local link), and sends it to the mDNS multicast address according to [3] . R3 recognizes that this is a request for it and returns a DNS QUERY RESPONSE; this message includes its canonical name ("r3.pan2.1local.") and IP address; DEEP only takes the IP address. Afterwards, R2 sends a DEEP EXPLORE message towards R3; this message still includes the original symbolic name "qos.pan2.". Upon receiving the DEEP EXPLORE message, DEEP in R3 interacts with local name resolution (LLMNR) in order to acquire the locator of the node running the QoS signaling application in PAN 2; at the LLMNR, the resolver makes a DNS QUERY (QTYPE=A) for "qos.pan2." (the suffix "local." is not required in this case, since the LLMNR mechanism does not impose any rigid local domain name).
This query is sent to the LLMNR multicast address according to [2] . R4 Figure 6 , from DEEP viewpoint this message is directly exchanged between R4 and RI based on IP routing. Finally, the signaling application is able to contact R4.
Conclusions
The DEEP is a new protocol to support multi-stage name resolution over multiple separate name resolution systems. This paper presented the DEEP protocol; the rationale behind it, design principles and two concrete examples to show how it could be used with existing name resolution systems like DNS. The examples demonstrated how multi-stage name resolution works and how the name resolution information can be divided into two parts; public and private. This type of separation better supports dynamic network configuration, since network internal configuration changes do not require the update of the public part. Network reachability is achieved through the public name resolution systems over which service reachability is implemented based on locally stored configuration data.
The DEEP scalability is studied in [8] and therefore it was omitted herein. There is also a working prototype that was used as proof-of-concept [12] . The protocol is a candidate protocol in Ambient Networks EU project [14] to be used for name resolution between Ambient Networks. The development work with the DEEP is continuing in the project to study, for instance, the support of locator/identifier split such as HIP, security, mobility, and stateful DEEP.
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